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https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2014/jun/25/predicting-crime-lapd-los-angeles-police-data-analysis-algorithm-minority-report

Resilient cities Cities 

Predicting crime, LAPD-style 

Cutting edge data-driven analysis directs Los Angeles patrol 
officers to likely future crime scenes - but critics worry that 
decision-making by machine will bring 'tyranny of the 
algorithm' 

• Join our live Q&A with Homicide Watch this Friday 

A PredPol co-developer P Jeffrey Brantingham at the Unified Command Post in Los Angeles. 'This is not Minority 
Report,' he said. Photograph: Damian Dovarganes/AP -•••·• 11 .. ......... , 

..... o., .. 



https://www.aclu.org/blog/national-security/discriminatory-profiling/government-blacklisting-people-based-predictions

Modern software  
influences critical decisions

ACLU V GET UPDATES / DONATE ~ 

The Government Is Blacklisting People Based on 
Predictions of Future Crimes 

lose jobs because you can't travel or 

your employer finds out you're 

blacklisted. 

You know what the government has 

done violates your constitutionally 

protected ability to travel and to be 
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On Orbitz, Mac Users Steered to Pricier Hotels 

Orbitz has found that Apple users spend as much as 30% more a night on hotels, so the on line travel site is starting to show them 

different, and sometimes costl ier, options than Windows visitors see. Dana Mattioli has details on The News Hub. Photo: Bloomberg. 

By Dana Mattioli 
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11 forbes.com 

MAR 15, 2011 @ 12:55 PM 16,947$ 

The Al2:orithm That Beats Your Bank Mana2:er 
HAAS NEWS > NEWS CATEGORIES > RESEARCH NEWS 

Minority homebuyers face widespread statistical lending 
discrimination, study finds 
By Laura Counts I NOVEMBER 13, 2018 

Face-to-face meetings between mortgage officers and homebuyers have been rapidly replaced by online 

applications and algorithms, but lending discrimination hasn't gone away. 

A new University of California, Berkeley study has found that both online and face-to-face lenders charge 
•sw. a•.""4 d lllil!l! ............ lttnllli'!-.a• ...... rt•••1 ........ H ........... rt•••i .•• 

higher interest rates to African American and Latino borrowers, earning 11 to 17 percent higher profits on 
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such loans. All told, those homebuyers pay up to half a billion dollars more in interest every year than white Ls 
- TatU.J,l'llilll•lllll !1■111.t 

borrowers with comparable credit scores do, researchers found. 

The findings raise legal questions about the rise of statistical discrimination in the fintech era, and point to 

potentially widespread violations of U.S. fair lending laws, the researchers say. While lending discrimination 1 

has historically been caused by human prejudice, pricing disparities are increasingly the result of algorithms 

that use machine learning to target applicants who might shop around less for higher-priced loans. 
l 

"The mode of lending discrimination has shifted from human bias to algorithmic bias," said study co-author 

Adair Morse. a finance professor at UC Berkeley's Haas School of Business. "Even if the people writing the 
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Software can make bad decisions. 
Software can discriminate! 

MIT News 
ON CAMPUS AND AROUND THE WORLD ~ SUBSCRIBE 

Using Al to predict breast cancer and personalize 
care 
MIT/MGH's image-based deep learning model can predict breast cancer up to 
flve years in advance. 
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YouTube automatic captions

Rachael Tatman, "Gender and Dialect Bias in YouTube's Automatic Captions" in 2017 Workshop on Ethics in Natural Language Processing
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YouTube automatic captions

Rachael Tatman, "Gender and Dialect Bias in YouTube's Automatic Captions" in 2017 Workshop on Ethics in Natural Language Processing
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Joy Buolamwini  
https://www.ted.com/talks/joy_buolamwini_how_i_m_fighting_bias_in_algorithms

Artificial intelligence Dec 20 

A US government study confirms most face 
recognition systems are racist 

Almost 200 face recognition algorithms-a majority in the industry-had worse 

performance on nonwhite faces, according to a landmark study. 

What they tested: The US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 

tested every algorithm on two of the most common tasks for face recognition. The 
first, known as "one-to-one" matching, involves matching a photo of someone to 

■ ■ ■ 

https://www.ted.com/talks/joy_buolamwini_how_i_m_fighting_bias_in_algorithms
https://www.ted.com/talks/joy_buolamwini_how_i_m_fighting_bias_in_algorithms


today's goals
Define software discrimination. 

Operationalize measuring discrimination 
   through causal software testing. 

Provide provable fairness guarantees. 

Discuss fairness research landscape.



Design software to be fair

Typically machine learning systems: 
• Balance training sets 
• Introduce training noise 
• Constrain regression’s loss function 
• Split criteria on sensitive inputs

201 I I Ith IEEE lmemational Conference on Data Mining 

Handling Conditional Discrimination 
1nc1re ~iobai1e 

Bournemouth University. UK 
izliobaitc@boumcmouth.ac .uk 

Faisal Kamiran 
TU Eindbovco, the Ncthcd1U1ds 

f.k.amiran@luc.nJ 

Toon Calders 
TU Eindhovco, the Netherlands 
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'auilding Classifiers with Independency 
Constraim;s 

Toon Ca!Jer, · , Fais,J K . 

Discrimination Aware Decision Tree Leaming 

Faisal Kruniran. Toon Ca!ders and Mykola Peeheniiliy 
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EindJwven Unii•ersity of Technology. The Netherlands 
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Fairness Constraints: Mechanisms for Fair Classification 
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Abstract 

AlgoriLhnUc dedsioo maltlng systems 
ubiquitous across a wide variety of online 
well as offiine services. These syste1ns rely 
oomplex learning methods and vast amou 
of data to optimize the service fwlttionali 
satisfaction of the end user and profita 
lty. Howe \·er I there is a growing concern L 
these automated decisions ca.u lead, eveu 
the absence of int nt, to tt lack of fairn 
i.e., their outcomes cau disproport ion.lit 
hurt (or1 benefit.) particular 
pie sharing one or more sen · 
( e.g., race, sex). ln this p 
a flexible mechanism to 
by leveraging a novel i1 
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fiers 1 logistic regres ~· 
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Fairness-aware Classifier 
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Learning Fair Representations 

Richard Zemel 
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Abstract 

We propooe a learning algorithm for fair clas
si6catiou that. achieves both group fa.imess 

( the pro~r~ou of . ~1embers. U) ~ pr?t~ted 
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2012 fEEE 12th International Conference on Data Mining 

Decision Theory for Discrimination-aware Classification 

Faisal Kamiran• , Asim Karim i, and Xiangliang Zhang• 
• King Abdullah University of Scienu and Technology (KAUST). The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 
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Design alone is not enough



possible causes

biased data

implementation 
 bugs

poor design

unintended interactions and 
mismatched components

1 -)r;tJ ji a,r,~• Canola 
Fly & Cooking 
n~ect __ Sprat 



Fairness must be part of the  
software engineering lifecycle

Fairness is just like 
quality and security



We need methods for specifying 
fairness requirements 

Fairness must be part of the  
software engineering lifecycle

Requirements

Call to Action!



Requirements

Design

We need fairness design 
principles  

Call to Action!



Requirements

Design

Testing

We need automated fairness testing

Call to Action!



Call to Action!

Requirements

Design

Testing

Verification

We need fairness property verification



Call to Action!

Requirements

Design

Testing

Verification

Fairness must be part of the  
software engineering lifecycle



Let’s talk about requirements. 
 

What does it mean for 
software to discriminate?



income 
savings 
age 
race 

LOAN

LOAN program

This talk is not about policy.



income 
savings 
age 
race 

LOAN

Fairness: Disparate Treatment
Hide the data

Zafar et al. Fairness constraints: Mechanisms for fair classification. AISTATS 2017.



income 
savings 
age 
race 

LOAN

Fairness: Disparate Treatment
Hide the data

Ineffective because of data correlation.  
[Latanya Sweeney. Discrimination in online ad delivery. CACM 2013]

Ads by Google 

Latanya Sweeney, Arrested? 
1) Enter Name and State. 2) Access Full Background 
Checks Instantly. 

www.instantcheckmate.com/ 



Amazon just showed us that 'unbiased' 
algorithms can be inadvertently racist 
Rafi Letzter w 
0 Apr. 21, 2016, 4:50 PM t, 1,259 

CJ FACE BOOK in LINKED IN 

A Bloomberg report 

Thursday revealed that 

Amazon's same-day 

delivery service offered to 

Prime users around 

major US cities seems to 

routinely, if 

unintentionally, exclude 

black neighborhoods. 

The maps, which you 

should check out on 
Bloomberg's site, show 

that in cities like Chicago, 

New York, and Atlanta, same-dai 

code at this point - except the 

But the thing is that Amazon's d · 
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https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2016-amazon-same-day/

Amazon just showed us that 'unbiased' 
algorithms can be inadvertently racist 

Atlanta 

The blue area 
gets same-day 

delivery •. 

Southwest 

Dallas 

West 
End 

.-------.... ... the gray 
area 

does not. 

Boston 

New York City 

of PR Scott Stanzel wrote in an email to Tech Insider: 

There are a number of factors that go into determining where we can 

deliver same-day. Those include distance to the nearest fulfillment 
center, local demand in an area, numbers of Prime members in an 

area, as well as the ability of our various carrier partners to deliver up 

to 9:00 pm every single day, even Sunday. 

Recommended For You 

'None of it makes much sense': 

Experts are baffled by Corney's 

Chicago 

Washington, D.C. 

MARKETS 

Congress 
Heights 

Real-time market data. Get the latest on stocks, 

> 

https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2016-amazon-same-day/
https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2016-amazon-same-day/


often called group discrimination

Compare subpopulation proportions 

Fails to identify discrimination against individuals.

35%
65% 80%

20%

Fairness: Demographic Parity

Dwork et al. Fairness through awareness. ITCS 2012.

Calders and Verwer. Three naive Bayes approaches for discrimination-free classification. DMKD 2010.




approve loans to all green deny 
loans to all purple applicants

Europe Asia

approve loans to all purple deny 
loans to all green applicants

European and Asian discriminations cancel each other out, 
and the demographic parity measure can be 0. 

How demographic parity can fail
Preventing Fairness Gerrymandering: 

Auditing and Learning for Subgroup Fairness 

Michael Kearns 1 Seth Neel 1 Aaron Roth 1 Zhiwei Steven Wu 2 

Abstract 

We introduce a new family of fairness definitions 
that interpolate between statistical and individ
ual notions of fairness, obtaining some of the 
best properties of each. We show that checking 
whether these notions are satisfied is computa
tionally hard in the worst case, but give practical 
oracle-efficient algorithms for learning subject to 
these constraints, and confirm our findings with 
experiments. 

1. Introduction 

As machine learning is being deployed in increasingly con
sequential domains (including policing (Rudin, 2013), crim
inal sentencing (Barry-Jester et al., 2015), and lending (Ko
ren, 2016)), the problem of ensuring that learned models are 
fair has become urgent. 

Approaches to fairness in machine learning can coarsely be 
divided into two kinds: statistical and individual notions of 
fairness. Statistical notions typically fix a small number of 
protected demographic groups g (such as racial groups), and 
then ask for (approximate) parity of some statistical measure 
across all of these groups. One popular statistical mea~ure 
a~ks fore ualit of false ositive or ne ative rates across al 1 

One main attraction of statistical definitions of fairness is 
that they can in principle be obtained and checked without 
making any assumptions about the underlying population, 
and hence lead to more immediately actionable algorithmic 
approaches. On the other hand, individual notions of fair
ness ask for the algorithm to satisfy some guarantee which 
binds at the individual, rather than group, level. Individual 
notions of fairness have attractively strong semantics, but 
their main drawback is that achieving them seemingly re
quires more assumptions to be made about the setting under 
consideration. 

The semantics of statistical notions of fairness would be 
significantly stronger if they were defined over a large num
ber of subgroups, thus permitting a rich middle ground be
tween fairness only for a sma11 number of coarse pre-defined 
groups, and the strong assumptions needed for fairness at 
the individual level. Consider the kind off airness gerry
mandering that can occur when we only look for unfairness 
over a small number of pre-defined groups: 

Example 1.1. Imagine a setting with two binary features, 
corresponding to race (say black and white) and gender (say 
male and female), both of which are distributed indepen
dently and uniformly at random in a population. Consider 
a classifier that labels an example positive if and only if it 
corresponds to a black man, or a white woman. Th,en the 
classi er will a ear to be e uitable when one considers 



Fairness: Disparate Impact

Prohibits using a facially neutral practice 
that has an unjustified adverse impact on 
members of a protected class.

Zafar et al. Fairness constraints: Mechanisms for fair classification. AISTATS 2017.

80% rule: Employer’s hiring rates for protected  
groups may not differ by more than 80%.



Fairness: Delayed Impact
Making seemingly fair decisions can  

(but shouldn’t), in the long term,  
produce unfair consequences

Liu et al., Delayed impact of fair machine learning. ICML 2018




Fairness: Predictive Equality
False positive rates should not differ

Chouldechova. Fair prediction with disparate impact: A study of bias in recidivism prediction instruments. FATML 2016

Corbett-Davies. Algorithmic decision making and the cost of fairness. KDD 2017

Fairness: Equal Opportunity
False negative rates should not differ

Hardt et al. Equality of Opportunity in Supervised Learning. NIPS 2016

Chouldechova. Fair prediction with disparate impact: A study of bias in recidivism prediction instruments FATML 2016




Fairness: Equalized Odds
Predictive equality and equal 

Hardt et al. Equality of Opportunity in Supervised Learning. NIPS 2016


Fairness: Treatment Equality
Consistent ratios of false positives to  

false negatives for each group
Berk et al. Fairness in criminal justice risk assessments: The state of the art. Sociological Methods & Research 2018


Metric
 Fairness

Representation DisparityConditio
nal U

se Accuracy

Accuracy Equality
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Correlation does not measure causation

Atlidakis et al. FairTest: Discovering unwarranted associations in data-driven applications. EuroS&P 2017


             correlation(race,                     ) = 0.8 

mutual information(race,                     ) = 0.6

Fairness: Correlation



What is fairness?

We want to measure causality!

Woodward. Making things happen: A theory of causal explanation. 2005


Sensitive inputs should not affect 
software behavior.



causal testing

hypothesis 
testing:

LOAN

LOAN ?

Sensitive inputs should not affect 
software behavior.

Galhotra, Brun, and Meliou, Fairness Testing: Testing Software for Discrimination. ESEC/FSE 2017



No need for an oracle!

causal testing



causal testing



Themis

Themis generates a test suite or can use a manually written one

http://fairness.cs.umass.edu

How much does my software 
discriminate with respect to …?

Does my software discriminate 
more than 10% of the time, and against 

automated test-suite generator

Angell, Johnson, Brun, and Meliou, Themis: Automatically Testing Software for Discrimination. ESEC/FSE 2018 Demo

) 
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http://fairness.cs.umass.edu
http://fairness.cs.umass.edu


How does Themis work?

confidence

error bound  
Themis

input schema

adaptive, confidence-driven sampling

sound pruning

0

1

race race 
age

race 
age 

gender

race 
age 

gender 
location



Evaluation
Eight open-source decision systems trained on two public data sets

discrimination-aware logistic regression [88]

discrimination-aware decision tree [40]

discrimination-aware naive Bayes [18]

discrimination-aware decision tree [91]

naive Bayes 

scikit-
learn

decision tree

logistic regression

SVM

• Census income dataset:  
   financial data 
   45K people 
   income > $50K?


• Statlog German credit dataset:  
   credit data 
   1K people 
   “good” or “bad” credit?

Trained a bunch of systems. 
Some are supposed to enforce fairness.



findings

Decision tree trained not to group discriminate against 
gender causal discriminated against gender: 0.11.

Demographic parity is not enough.

More than 11% of the individuals had the output 
flipped just by altering the individual’s gender. 



findings

Training a decision tree not to discriminate against gender 
made it discriminate against race 38.4% of the time.

Optimizing demographic parity may 
introduce other discrimination.



findings

• The more a system discriminates, the more efficient 
Themis is. 

• On average, pruning reduced test suites by 148× for 
causal and 2,849× for group discrimination.  Best 
improvement was 13,000×.  

Pruning is highly effective.



Causal Testing:  
more than bias detection

. . . . 
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Causal Testing: Understanding Defects' Root Causes 

Brittany Johnson 
University of Massachusetts Amherst 

Amherst, MA, USA 
bjohnson@cs.umass.edu 

Yuriy Brun Alexandra Meliou 
University of Massachusetts Amherst 

Amherst, MA, USA 
ameli@cs.umass.edu 

University of Massachusetts Amherst 
Amherst, MA, USA 
brun@cs.umass .edu 

ABSTRACT 
Understanding the root cause of a defect is critical to isolating and 
repairing buggy behavior. We present Causal Testing, a new method 
of root-cause analysis that relies on the theory of counterfactual 
causality to identify a set of executions that likely hold key causal 
information necessary to understand and repair buggy behavior. 
Using the Defect.s4J benchmark, we find that Causal Testing could 
be applied to 71 % of real-world defects, and for 77% of those, it can 
help developers identify the root cause of the defect. A controlled 
experiment with 3 7 developers shows that Causal Testing improves 
participants' ability to identify the cause of the defect from 80% of 
the time with standard testing tools to 86% of the time with Causal 
Testing. The participants report that Causal Testing provides useful 
information they cannot get using tools such as ]Unit. Holmes, our 
prototype, open-source Eclipse plugin implementation of Causal 
Testing, is available at http://holmcs.cs.umass.edu/. 

CCS CONCEPTS 
• Software and its engineering .- Software testing and 
debugging. 

KEYWORDS 
Causal Testing, causality, theory of counterfactual causaljty, soft
ware debugging, test fuzzing, automated test generation, Holmes 

ACM Reference Format: 
Brillany Johnson, Yuriy Brun, and Alexandra Meliou. 2020. Causal Tesling: 
Understanding Defects ' Root Causes. In 42nd International Conference on 
Software Engineering (lCSE '20), May 23-29, 2020, Seoul, Republic of Ko
rea. ACM, New York, NY, USA, 13 pages. https://do i.org/ lU.1145/ 3377811 . 
3380377 

test input (74] and a set of test-breaking changes (73], they do not 
help explain why the code is faulty [ 40]. 

To address this shortcoming of modern debugging tools, this 
paper presents Causal Testing, a novel technique for identifying root 
causes of failing executions based on the theory of counterfactual 
causality. Causal Testing takes a manipulationist approach to causal 
inference [71], modifying and executing tests to observe causal 
relationships and derive causal claims about the defects' root causes. 

Given one or more failing executions, Causal Testing conducts 
causal experiments by modifying the existing tests to produce a 
small set of executions that differ mfaimally from the failing ones 
but do not exhibit the faulty behavior. By observing a behavior and 
then purposefully changing the input to observe the behavioral 
changes, Causal Testing infers causal relationships [ 71 ]: The change 
in the input causes the behavforal change. Causal Testing looks for 
two kinds of minimally-different executions, ones whose inputs 
are similar and ones whose execution paths are similar. "When 
the differences between executions, either in the inputc, or in the 
execution paths, are small, but exhibit different test behavior, these 
small, causal differences can help developers understand what is 
causing the faulty behavior. 

Consider a developer working on a web-based geo-mapping ser
vice (such as Google Maps or MapQuest) receiving a bug report 
that the directions between ''New York, NY, USA" and "900 Rene 
Levesque Blvd. W Montreal, QC, Canada" are wrong. The developer 
replicates the faulty behavior and hypothesizes potential causes. 
Maybe the special characters in "Rene Levesque" catL5ed a problem. 
l'v1aybc the first address being a city and the second a specific build
ing caused a mismatch in internal data types. Maybe the route is too 
long and the service's precomputing of some routes is caw;ing the 

. . . 
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Fairness is increasingly recognized as a critical component of machine learning systems. However. 
it is the underlying data on which these ~ystems are trained that often reflect discrimination, sug
gesting a database repair problem. Existing treatments of fairness rely on statistical correlations that 
can he fooled hy statistical anomalies, such as Simp~on's paradox. Proposals for causality-hased 
definitions of fairness can correctly model some of these situations, but they require specification of 
the underlying causal models. In this paper, we formalize the situation as a database repair problem, 
proving sufficient conditions for fair classifiers in terms of admissible variables as opposed to a 
complete causal model. We show that these conditions correctly capture suhtle faime~s violations. 
We then use these conditions as the basis for database repair algorithms that provide provable fairness 
guarantees about classifiers trained on their training labels. We evaluate our algorithms on real data, 
demonstrating improvement over the state of the art on multiple fairness metrics proposed in the 
literature while retaining high utility. 
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10n in DNNs is often more 'hidden' than that of tradi
)n-making software since it is still an open problem on 
oret DNNs. Therefore, it is crucial to have systematical 
automatically identifying potential discrimination in a 

orms of discrimination exist in the machine learning 
1cluding but not limited to group discrimination [8] 
w discrimination [7]. Discrimination is often defined 
;. protected attributes1, such as age, race, gender and 
•ly, discrimination happens when a machine learning 
to make different decisions for different individuals 

~scrimination) or subgroups (group discrimination) dif
nly by one/multiple protected attributes. Note that the 
•ed attributes is often application-dependent and given 

>rk, we focus on the problem of developing a system
able approach for generating individual discriminatory 



More Complex Inputs

Themis is sound but incomplete.

if length(hair) > threshold  
  approve loan;

Iterative Orthogonal Feature Projection for Diagnosing Bias in Black-Box 
Models 

Julius Adebayo 
Lalana Kagal 
CSAIL, MIT, 32 Vassar Street Cambridge, MA 02139 USA. 

Abstract 

Predictive models are increasingly deployed for 
the purpose of determining access to services 
such as credit, insurance, and employment. De
spite potential gains in productivity and effi
ciency, several potential problems have yet to 
be addressed, particularly the potential for un
intentional discrimination. We present an iter
ative procedure, based on orthogonal projection 
of input attributes, for enabling interpretability 
of black-box predictive models. Through our it
erative procedure, one can quantify the relative 
dependence of a black-box model on its input 
attributes.The relative significance of the inputs 
to a predictive model can then be used to assess 
the fairness (or discriminatory extent) of such a 
model. 

JULIUSAD@MIT.EDU 

LKAGAL@CSAIL.MIT.EDU 

sexual orientation. A predictive model that significantly 
weights these protected attributes would tend to exhibit dis
parate outcomes for these groups of individuals. Hence, 
the focus of this paper is on auditing predictive models to 
determine the relative significance of a models inputs in 
determining outcomes. Given the relative significance of 
a model to its inputs, judgement can be more easily made 
about the model's fairness. 

The potential increased efficiency and societal gains from 
leveraging predictive modeling seem limitless, and have 
rightly necessitated the widespread adoption of these mod
els. In particular, use of predictive modeling for decision 
making in determining access to services is starting to be
come the defacto standard in industries such as banking, 
insurance, housing, and employment. As the need for more 
accurate forecasts or predictions has heightened, there has 
been an increase in the use of complicated, often uninter
pretable predictive models in making forecasts from data. 



https://www.aclu.org/blog/privacy-technology/surveillance-technologies/amazons-face-recognition-falsely-matched-28

“The false matches were disproportionately of people of color, including six members of the 
Congressional Black Caucus, among them civil rights legend Rep. John Lewis (D-Ga.).”

Amazon's Face Recognition Falsely Matched 28 
Members of Congress With Mugshots 

7: By Jacob Snow, Technology & Civil Liberties Attorney, ACLU of Northern California ......... 
JULY 26, 201818:00 AM 

TAGS: Face Recognition Technology, Surveillance Technologies, Privacy & Technology 

nationwide, and today, there are 28 

more causes for concern. In a test the 

ACLU recently conducted of the facial 

recognition tool, called "Rekognition," 

the software incorrectly matched 28 

members of Congress, identifying 

them as other people who have been 

arrested for a crime. 

The members of Congress who were 



What are we doing now?

Fair computer vision

https://thispersondoesnotexist.com/
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Amazon's face surveillance technology 

is the target of growing opposition 

nationwide, and today, there are 28 
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What are we doing now?

Fair computer vision

Fair natural 
language processing
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Testing versus Verifying

Provably fair machine learning: 
Provide (high-probability) 
guarantees that the classifier  
is fair on unseen data.



How would that work?

User specifies a definition of fairness. 

training testing safety

Train classifiers, 
selects one to satisfy fairness, 
verify safety on held-out suite. 



How would that work?

Train classifiers, 
selects one to satisfy fairness, 
verify safety on held-out suite. 

Limitation: The algorithm has to be able to return  
“No Solution Found”



Disparate Impact

Fairlearn: Agarwal et al. A reductions approach to fair classification. ICML 2018.

Fairness Constraints: Zafar et al., Fairness Constraints: A Mechanism for Fair Classification. FATML 2015.
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Demographic Parity
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Equalized Odds

Predictive Equality

Thomas, Castro da Silva, Barto, Giguere, Brun, and Brunskill.  
"Preventing Undesirable Behavior of Intelligent Machines", Science 366 (6468), Nov 22, 2019
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Preventing undesirable behavior of 
intelligent machines 
Philip S. Thomas1*, Bruno Castro da Silva2, Andrew G. Barto1, Stephen Giguere1, 
Yuriy Brun1, Emma Brunskill3 

Intelligent machines using machine learning algorithms are ubiquitous, ranging from simple data analysis 
and pattern recognition tools to complex systems that achieve superhuman performance on various 
tasks. Ensuring that they do not exhibit undesirable behavior-that they do not, for example, cause harm 
to humans-is therefore a pressing problem. We propose a general and flexible framework for 
designing machine learning algorithms. This framework simplifies the problem of specifying and 
regulating undesirable behavior. To show the viability of this framework, we used it to create 
machine learning algorithms that precluded the dangerous behavior caused by standard machine 
learning algorithms in our experiments. Our framework for designing machine learning algorithms 
simplifies the safe and responsible application of machine learning. 

achine learning (ML) algorithms are 
having an increasing impact on mod
ern society. They are used by geolo
gists to predict landslides (1) and by 
biologists working to create a vaccine 

for HIV (2); they also influence criminal sen-

Note that the algorithm does not know f(0) for 
anye E0(e.g., thetruemeansquarederror); it 
can only reason about it from data ( e.g., by 
using the sample mean squared error). 

One problem with the standard ML ap
proach is that the user of an ML algorithm 

30% ~ 

algorithm could output. Our framework math
ematically defines what an algorithm should 
do in a way that allows the user to directly 
place probabilistic constraints on the solution, 
a(D), returned by the algorithm. This differs 
from the standard ML approach wherein the 
user can only indirectly constrain e4D) by re
stricting or modifying the feasible set 0 or S 
objective function f Concretely, algorithms 
constructed using our framework are designed 
to satisfy constraints of the form Pr(g(a(D)) $; 

O) ~ 1- 6, whereg: e ~ JR defines a measure 
of undesirable behavior (as illustrated later 
by example) and o E [O, I] limits the admissible 
probability of undesirable behavior. 

Note that in these constraints, D is the only 
source of randomness; we denote random 
variables by capital noncalligraphic letters to 
make clear which terms are random in state
ments of probability and expectation. Because 
these constraints define which a]gorithms a 
are acceptable (rather than which solutions 0 
are acceptable), they must be satisfied during 
the design of the algorithm rather than when 
the algorithm is applied. This shifts the burden 
of ensuring that the algorithm is well-behaved 



Fairness: Delayed Impact
Making seemingly fair decisions can  

(but shouldn’t), in the long term,  
produce unfair consequences

Liu et al., Delayed impact of fair machine learning. ICML 2018




RobinHood:  
Fair Contextual Bandits

Metevier, Giguere, Brockman, Kobren, Brun, Brunskill, Thomas. Offline Contextual Bandits with High Probability Fairness 
Guarantees. NeurIPS 2019.

Evaluative versus instructive feedback 
Instead of predicting the likelihood of violent recidivism,  
these methods consider what actions to take  
to minimize violent recidivism.  
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Offline Contextual Bandits with High Probability 
Fairness Guarantees 
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Bio som Metevier Stephen Giguere Sarah Brockman Ari Kobren 

Yuri Brun u,., Emma Rrunskm1 Philip S. Thomas u,., 

u,.,College of Infonnation and Computer Science Computer Science Department 
Univer ·ity of Massachu ·ells Am her ·t Stanford Univer ·ity 

Abstract 

We present RobinHood, an offline contextual bandit alg01ithm designed to ati fy 
a broad family of fairness constraints. Unlike previous work, our algorithm ac
cept multiple faitues definitions and allows user to con truct their own unique 
fairness definition · ror the problem al hand . We provide a theoretical analy ·is 
of RobinHood, which include a proof that it will not return an unfair olution 
with probability greater than a u er- pecified thre hold. We validate our algorithm 
on three applications: a tutoring ystem in which we conduct a user tudy and 
con ider multiple unique fairnes definition ; a loan approval etting (u ing the 
Statlog German credit data set) in which well-known fairne s definitions are ap
plied; and criminal recidivism (u ing data relea ed by ProPublica) . In each etting 
our algorithm is able to produce fair policies that achieve performance competitive 
with other offline and online contextual bandit algorithms. 
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Empowering Data Scientists

https://scikit-learn.org

IBM’s AI Fairness 360 adds fairness metrics,  
fairness-aware algorithms, datasets

http://aif360.mybluemix.net/
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https://scikit-learn.org/
http://aif360.mybluemix.net/
http://aif360.mybluemix.net/
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Help stakeholders understand 
what needs to be enforced.

Help validate systems adhere to 
the to-be-enforced properties.

Provide components that enforce 
these properties themselves.

Help visualize behavior to 
reason about the properties.

What we need:
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